Stand Package

The following is included

**WALLS**
Walls in white veneer mounted in aluminium frame system

**FASCIA BOARD**
Fascia board with company name, font Helvetica.

**CARPET**
In red outlined with sisal/cocos

**FURNITURE**
1 table with white plate, diameter 80 cm
1 Quick counter, white, 103x53x94 cm
1 waste container, 25 litre

**ELECTRICAL CONNECTION**
1 x electrical socket 230V, 10A, max. 2 000 W, incl. consumption.
Placing must be specified on drawing
4 Studio Chair black height 48 cm
1 bar stool LEM white, seat height 66-79 cm
1 folder stand with 6 compartments A4

**LIGHTING**
3 spotlights, low voltage

For any extra stand services please contact:

Mr. Thorsten Geitel - Party Rent Berlin Geitel & Mahneck GmbH - Holzstraße 6a - D-13359 - Berlin - Tel.: +49 30 521 30 29 30 - Fax.: +49 521 30 29 50 - E-Mail: ThorstenGeitel@partyrent.com